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For over 70 years Victor has manufactured counters that meet the changing needs of the professional caterer gaining an enviable reputation for both product quality
and service. An important feature of Victor Custom Counters is that each counter is designed to individual specification and configuration, with the working parts
of the equipment based upon tried and tested refrigerated and heated modules used in the standard product ranges. This factor alone brings added reassurance
that Victor counters will exceed customer expectations when it comes to performance, ease of service and durability.
Often working in conjunction
with Architects and Interior
Designers as well as Food Service
Consultants, Victor is constantly
called upon to translate the
essential visual ambience of a
scheme into a distinctive counter
at a competitive price. A dedicated
contracts team are able to provide
advice and a rapid quotation
to meet your requirements. To
ensure you know exactly how the
finished counter will look, Victor’s skilled
CAD operators are able to provide 3D layout plans
and colour visuals when required.
By adding that extra dimension to your counter, Victor delivers an
outstanding service from design to installation. With one dedicated point of
contact to help you create the counter of your choice, Victor will provide you with a
quality assured product, to an agreed specification, to match your needs.
The clever combination of styling and finish lifts the most simple designs to the height of elegance. Victor is
accustomed to working with a diversity of materials adding that extra dimension to the finishing touches of your

Coffee & snack bar counter at visitor attraction - Features refrigerated multi-tier, granite top, curved stainless steel tray slide & laminate front panels

counter. Counter tops can be produced in granite, Silestone, Corian or other solid surface materials as well as stainless steel. Frontages can be metallic, polished
wood, laminates or decorative stainless steel. Gantry designs are limited only by the imagination, by combining different materials and finishes, highly attractive yet
functional gantries can be created to provide a cost effective practical solution.
Recent Innovation - Victor has, in recent years redeveloped the refrigerated elements used in foodservice counters, these now boast greater energy efficiency with
particular design emphasis upon ensuring that the maximum amount of chilled air is recirculated around the refrigerated units minimising the amount of energy
consumed. All units have an upgraded self-regulating condensate handling system which again reduces energy consumption and conform to the more exacting
standards of EN ISO 23953, providing M1 cabinet class in climate class 3 environment of 25OC in 60% relative humidity.
Victor Custom counters have been installed in almost every conceivable Market sector, including Business & Industry staff
dining, hotels, restaurants & bars, hospitals & care homes, Garden centres, schools, colleges & universities, coffee bars, high
street retail stores, shopping centres, sports stadia, leisure facilities and visitor attractions.
As an ISO 9001 quality approved manufacturer, all Victor products are supported by a 24 month parts & labour warranty.
Victor will provide a reliable service from concept to installation
Further examples and more detailed pictures can be viewed on

www.victoronline.co.uk

Bespoke island salad bar with extended top & tray slide runners
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Silestone topped counter with UV bonded square arm gantry

Silestone topped counter with LED lighting & glass fronted body panels

Synergy SQ & Frost top units in Central London office location (Counter design by Western Blueprint)
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Combined salad bar, till section and retail pick up point

Close up of gantry arm & bonded glass sneeze screen
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Burrito bar counter featuring enclosed Synergy bain marie. Recycled wood frontage by client

Laminate topped counter - Staff dining facility

Drinks station with under counter storage
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Recycled wood detailing

Enclosed refrigerated well, inset in granite top
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Garden centre restaurant counter featuring Victor Synergy drop-in units

Garden centre restaurant counter featuring Victor Optimax SQ units
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Independent school extended granite topped fixed counter with Synergy drop-ins, inlaid stainless steel tray slide & oak feature supports

Modular extended granite top counter units - Stately home visitor attraction
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Curved coffee / snack bar counter featuring low level DDA till section

Coffee bar counter featuring Optimax display and Sealand pine frontage

Mobile cutlery & tray station
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Independent school extended granite topped fixed counter with Synergy drop-ins, inlaid stainless steel tray slide curved feature to one end
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Identically sized Silestone topped modules butt together to form an eye catching food servery counter, complete with LED under lighting
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Stainless steel top servery - Cafe counter located in public library

Rear of counter detailing hot cupboards and consumer unit location
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Heated and chilled servery counter featuring bespoke double height serve over gantries

Part of food servery counter at a university accommodation building
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Installation at visitor attraction, centrally positioned large beverage & till counter

Granite topped curved refectory counter - University halls of residence
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Detail view of central island salad bar counter featuring tray pick up, plate dispensers & soup wells
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Large installation at RAF base - Junior ranks mess. Counter built to MOD spec 42 standard, featuring stainless steel tops, Corian tray slides & under lighting

Branded coffee bar counter featuring Silestone top with under lighting & glass counter front
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Curved stainless steel topped counter in high school complete with fixed tray slide

Large installation at RAF base - Junior ranks mess. Counter built to MOD spec 42 standard, featuring stainless steel tops, Corian tray slides & under lighting
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Granite topped coffee bar counter - with low level Optimax pattiserie units

Food to go counter at retail deli store - featuring full height UV bonded glass screen Synergy units
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Coffee bar installation at sixth form college - Featuring Victor Optimax retail merchandising units

Coffee bar featuring tiled frontage and glass display box
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Large servery counter, high gloss finish LED lighting - Installed at prestigious independent school

Central Island salad bar / drinks station installed around pillar
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Self serve buffet counter featuring back-lit glass decorative panels

Wood topped curved bar counter installed in cafe-bar, featuring under counter LED lighting, high gloss front panels
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Buffet counter featuring Synergy drop-in wells & plate lowerators. (Counters by client)

Wooden fronted counter - Casual dining facility, staff feeding City of London
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Corian topped counter - large comprehensive school

All day cafe bar counter, featuring refrigerated and heated sections - Tiled frontage
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Hotel breakfast counter featuring Synergy glass top units

Cook station with extended granite counter top complete with quarter feature frontage
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Traditional style hotel breakfast counters

Cook station complete with glass splash screen
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Modular heated and chilled servery units forming continuous counter run. University hall of residence

High thoughput mirrored hot and cold servery counter - Installed at independent school
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Contact cooled frost-top buffet counter

Stainless steel counter top with square arm Synergy units and 3 bar stainless steel tray slide
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Leisure centre curved counter cafe bar. . . .

. . . . featuring hide-away security shutter
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High thoughput servery - Assisted service hot food with self serve salad bars and chillers

Modular oak fronted food court servery units - Hospital restaurant
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Alternative till stations

Granite topped carvery counter featuring LED lighting
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Silestone top servery with white wood panel frontage - Installed in residential care facility

Granite topped serving hatch counter behind roller shutter
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Coffee bar style counter in residential centre, featuring extended granite top & access gate

Coffee bar counter in hospice with oak feature supports
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